Beyond Today!

The Music Magician

Chain Link

K-O!

Selvigion X Slammer!
I see the frustrated desires inside of you to reach out of the confines of your own personal problems and bad habits.

You want to reach for the stars and let your creativity loose and accomplish wonderful things for Me.

It pleases Me to see this, and as you look to Me I can help you, bit by bit, unravel the inspiration and imagination and creativity that’s tucked deep inside you.
I can help bring out the best in you. I’m your biggest fan, and greatest promoter.

I want to cultivate the side of you that not many people see, but that I know to be beautiful. I want to teach you which foot to put forward in every situation you’re faced with, so you know what to do and what to say, how to make and keep friends and work with people.

Keep your chin up, kid, ’cause the future is as bright as my promises, and that’s very bright! You’re on your way to the future, and if you stick real close to me, I’ll keep you on track while you’re getting there, and faithful and happy and optimistic.
lying vanities can attach themselves to the "files" of your heart and mind and there they do their damage. While 

for these evil vanities, these corrupted files, through cleansing prayer and through my Word and hearing 

from Me in prophecy to set you free, you must pray against these lies that relate to these particular areas of your heart and mind. You must pray against the lying vanities that have sown in your heart. For if you are not cleansed, you are left with a false perception of things. These evil living vanities are altered and changed. The only cure is to delete these living vanities, until every trace of the virus is cleansed and healed. ("How to Be On Guard Against the Selvigion," ML #3403:22.)
(Jesus:) Are you worried that you’ll never find your place, your niche—where you belong? Do you fear growing older and having to make decisions that will affect the rest of your life, or even just the next few years of your life? Do you feel confused and at a loss to know which way to go?

I want you to know that this helpless feeling isn’t something bad that you should try to cover up. It’s normal and to be expected. It’s actually good that you feel that way, at least a little bit, because it opens your heart to want and need Me to help you.

I have a plan for your life, and I know what will make you happy and fulfilled. I can see your future, which you can’t see right now, and I can lead you and work things out for you, so that you will end up doing and being just what I want you to do and be, and what you’re destined for. It’s something that will fulfill and make you happy!

So just trust Me now, and come to Me. Ask Me to speak to you so that I can erase the worries and fears and doubts about your future. You can have peace in your heart, knowing that I do have a plan for your life. I will show you what it is, step by step, as you put your hand in Mine and let Me lead you.

---

**Notable Quote:**

You need to be able to relate to the rich as well as the poor. You need to be able to make those from the upper levels of society comfortable with you—comfortable in your Homes and meeting places—just as much as you need to make the poor feel comfortable with you when you visit them.—Jesus.

“Reach the Rich,” ML #3400:60.
A Christian prisoner in Cuba was once asked to sign a statement containing charges against fellow Christians that would lead to their arrest.

The chain keeps me from signing this.

But you are not in chains!

I am bound by the chain of witnesses who throughout the centuries gave their lives for Jesus Christ.

I am a link in this chain.

I will not break it.
Cling, clang, bang, bang—Music? No, that’s Junior over there joining in the symphony.

There’s a party going on! A big bash, a huge celebration in honor of music! You love music, don’t you? Well, good, because here’s our party to honor it!

The “Grand Fairground” the biggest of the biggest spots in the entire fair. This is where we party to countless new songs every time these festivities come around.

There’s a big semi-circle set up and that’s where all the minstrels sit and play. The bands are huge—a thousand violins are one spot on the stage! Everyone comes to this festival, which lasts long enough so everyone has a chance to visit. No one wants to miss it.

We start off with a huge sound. It’s like taking every instrument ever created and playing one note together for several seconds. This is the starting sound.

But here’s the catch, no instruments are used! All the people in the auditorium make the sound of an instrument with their voices. Neat, huh?

linkup
Then after this, Jesus comes and sings a song. Oh, if I could convey the emotions which well up in everyone’s heart as He sings His heart out in the purest of tones in praise to God the Father and God the Mother for Their creation of music. He sings so beautifully that everything in Heaven stops to listen.

The birds quiet their chirping!

The animals are all silent as they listen to the most beautiful songs ever written.

And He comes up with a new song each time.

I could go into such detail about this festival, but I think I’m going to concentrate on Jesus’ song since that’s the most special event of the whole big shebang.
Each year He comes with a new song prepared. It’s a big secret and no one has heard His practicing...

...so the moment He comes to sing it’s really exciting. No one has any idea what He’s going to sing.

He usually enters from above on a special platform which rings and tings with a beautiful sound as it travels. As soon as we hear that sound the entire Heavenly creation falls silent in honor and respect, but also because it’s so beautiful that no one wants to miss a single note.

Let’s head to the fairground!

I wonder what His song will be this year?

Faroutske! Broogs 7& TT, wer?

Drks, Drks!

Do you hear that beautiful sound, son? That’s the Lord singing.

Zowie!
As His platform approaches we can start to hear His voice, quietly, whispering.

He’s chanting a praise, but it’s accompanied by sounds of drums and a running stream also being made by His voice.

“Glory to the music, the Creator of Music and His lovely creation.” He’s rapping.

Then we hear the sound of thunder and His voice falls silent again. We start to hear the sound of a single raindrop, falling into a pool of water.

Pictures come to our minds of a leaf overhanging a pond and dropping one drop at a time into the stream.
We feel the drop and the ripples of the pond move throughout the crowd as each person “ripples the ripple” standing up at their cue when the ripple is passing through them.

This sound is filled in by the sound of the rain getting heavier and heavier. Two drops, then three, then four, then you start to lose count. The ripples fade away to the sound of Jesus’ voice—clear, soft, and sweet.

We see Him, in our mind’s eye, out in a meadow singing to the falling rain which sparkles as His voice blends with it. He sings:

Then the light begins to shine on Him and we begin to see the sun’s rays come through the clouds and touch on His face as His Father acknowledges the praise of His lips.
The theme for this particular performance is rain and water. Jesus’ voice blends with every sound of water found in nature. As His voice sings higher the fountains spray higher.

As His notes fall deeper the ocean’s depths rumble. As His voice mellows out, the rippling stream becomes His song.

His voice flows into all these things and we feel and see each representation. His voice is so lovely now; as He sing about tears they roll down our cheeks.

First He sings of a sad tear.

Then of a remorseful tear.

Then of a “glad to be alive” tear.

And finally He sings of a gut-busting laughter tear.

We’re all going through the same emotions as He sings the teardrop song ... 

... till now we’re all laughing so hard that our laughing makes up part of His song.
Did you know that even the smallest raindrop gives off a sound? On Earth you can't hear all those sounds, but here in Heaven everything sings a melody. You can tell a flower by the song it sings.
So now all of the Heavenly City is alive again with song as He builds up to His grand, final note.

Harmonies come from the skies as God joins in. The grass brings low notes into play. The birds are singing, forming light melodies.

We’re all singing, too, carrying this note.

The clouds are dancing and singing celestial tunes much like those of a flute.

Now the choir joins us, then the percussion, and then the wind instruments. This is one rocking joint effort of every bit of creation. Even the smallest cells are singing and can be heard all across the universe.

I’m singing in the rain!

Ba-dum-da-dum
Higher and higher the notes go, till Jesus is belting out notes which none of us can reach, really giving it His all, dancing from octave to octave, faster than anything we’ve ever heard. Then appear the “music makers” who join in with sounds I can’t even begin to describe. They fill in the sounds which none of us can possibly make and only Jesus can top.

It’s a crescendo of thunder, waterfalls, fountains, melting ice, exploding waters, rippling streams, running water, splashing children, bathing birds, underwater worlds! So beautiful! It rushes through us till we’re all swaying to the sounds.

Jesus just keeps going higher and higher and higher until suddenly the last note peals out, and then there’s silence! A gentle rain now falls on us, refreshing us. What a powerful way to start this festival! We all stand in applause and shout praises to Jesus and praises to God for such wonderful music!

Are you praising with us? Welcome to the Heavenly Music Festival!
(Jesus:) The children of David who have proven their desire for Me, will once again prove their devotion to Me by feeding My sheep as in the early days, with all their strength, time, and power.

Their fire and fervor will demonstrate a continual Holy Ghost sample.

They will partake of Me deeply and will be in a constant feast of the prophets.

They will be teachers of the hungry regarding the events of the Endtime and the perils to come.
They will return to the basics of the beginning...

But with the greater knowledge gained from their deep feeding on My Word...

Their vast experience in living for Me...

And their new anointing which will bring with it love such as the world has never seen before.
A FEW MONTHS LATER.

YOU KNOW, SINCE WE HAD PRAYER TO ACTIVELY USE THE KEYS IN OUR LIVES, I HAVE A LOT MORE FAITH IN GENERAL.

SO TRUE! ... I STILL CAN’T GET OVER SEEING CONECTATÉ SOLD IN REGULAR NEWSSTANDS.

I USE THE KEYS MORE IN OUR OUTREACH.—THE RESULTS ARE AMAZING!

IT SEEMS ALMOST EVERYONE IN THE CITY KNOWS ABOUT THEM, AND OUR MAIL MINISTRY HAS SKYROCKETED SINCE.

A TOTAL MIRACLE, BUT ALSO A Fulfillment of WHAT THE LORD SAID ABOUT IT BECOMING A HOUSEHOLD WORD.

I NEVER THOUGHT I’D SEE THE DAY, HEH!

BEYOND TODAY!

PART 2

K-BLAM!

HUH?!

Based on “What the Future Holds, Part 1” GN942 Art by Jeremy
Look out!

Oh, Jesus, keep us!

See if anyone around has a cell phone. Call the ambulance.

Don’t worry. Help is on the way!

My legs ... they’re being crushed!

Someone called the ambulance. They should be here in 15 minutes.

Ajuda!
WE HAVE TO DO SOMETHING... LIFT THE PICKUP!

I'M NOT THAT STRONG...

NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE WITH THE POWER OF THE KEYS, JAVIER!

YOU'RE RIGHT!

LORD, THIS IS AN IMPOSSIBLE SITUATION IN THE PHYSICAL, BUT YOU ARE NOT LIMITED BY THE IMPOSSIBLE.

AND WE CALL ON THE KEYS FOR THIS MAN'S HEALING. WE PRAY THAT THERE WILL BE NO PERMANENT DAMAGE ON HIS BODY. YOU CAN DO IT, LORD!

JESUS IS GOING TO HELP YOU. HE'S WITH YOU RIGHT NOW.

GRACIAS.

1 ... 2 ... 3!

I CALL ON THE POWER OF THE KEYS! PLEASE EMPOWER US TO LIFT THIS PICKUP!
It was amazing...

One of our reporters happened to be in the area when what could’ve been a fatal accident took place. Maria Fernandez reports.

At 9 a.m. this morning the sound of screeching brakes and crushing metal could be heard on Puebla’s main street.

The driver of a large speeding pickup lost control when his front tire blew out. The pickup then hit the curb and flipped in the air, landing on its side with the driver pinned underneath it.

That evening.

It’s on!
A young man and woman, Javier de Santo and Kyra Thompson were able to single handedly turn over the pickup.

The Lord did it! The keys worked!

A Miracle!
It was Jesus, not us! There’s no way we could’ve lifted that truck. We prayed for a miracle, and Jesus did it, so we could help the poor man!

Ahhh! This is so neat!

Guess what?

We interviewed the two who are missionaries of the group known as La Familia, well known as the organization that produces the recently popular Conecetate magazine.

Si ... Si ...
Well, after hearing about what happened today, the producers of "Wonders Today" want to interview us for the show they're hosting this week.

Are you serious?

Absolutely! They want to feature miracles from the Biblical point of view, and how they can happen today, as they did in Jesus' time.

I told them we'd get back to them tomorrow.

This is incredible!

Well, after hearing about what happened today, the producers of "Wonders Today" want to interview us for the show they're hosting this week.

Are you serious?

Absolutely! They want to feature miracles from the Biblical point of view, and how they can happen today, as they did in Jesus' time.

I told them we'd get back to them tomorrow.

This is incredible!
It's happening!!

I believe now.

It is! And I was worried it would never happen to me.

I can see how these miracles will become more commonplace and more outstanding.

It's the era of action, all right!

Surprise!

Preparation for what's to come.

A tomorrow of greater works!

And greater miracles!

A WEEK LATER ...

The end
STOP! LOOK! LISTEN!

THE LORD SPEAKS IN A STILL, SMALL, BUT VERY DEFINITE, VERY FIRM, VERY LOVING VOICE.

BUT IF YOU'RE PRAYING SO LOUD AND MAKING SO MUCH NOISE THAT YOU CAN'T EVEN HEAR GOD, THEN THERE'S REALLY NOT MUCH POINT IN PRAYING!

THE VERY FACT THAT YOU KEEP QUIET SHOWS YOU'RE EXPECTING GOD TO DO SOMETHING AND NOT TRYING TO DO IT YOURSELF.

BUT IF YOU'RE PRAYING SO LOUD AND MAKING SO MUCH NOISE THAT YOU CAN'T EVEN HEAR GOD, THEN THERE'S REALLY NOT MUCH POINT IN PRAYING!

STOP

IT DOESN'T MATTER HOW WELL YOU KNOW THE BIBLE OR HOW MANY SPIRITUAL GIFTS YOU HAVE, IF YOU DON'T KNOW HOW TO PRAY OR KEEP IN TOUCH WITH THE LORD ALL THE TIME, YOU'RE IN TROUBLE.

THE LORD SPEAKS IN A STILL, SMALL, BUT VERY DEFINITE, VERY FIRM, VERY LOVING VOICE.

BUT IF YOU'RE PRAYING SO LOUD AND MAKING SO MUCH NOISE THAT YOU CAN'T EVEN HEAR GOD, THEN THERE'S REALLY NOT MUCH POINT IN PRAYING!

"IN QUIETNESS AND CONFIDENCE SHALL BE YOUR STRENGTH." (ISAIAH 30:15) "CONFIDENCE" MEANS FAITH!

THE VERY FACT THAT YOU KEEP QUIET SHOWS YOU'RE EXPECTING GOD TO DO SOMETHING AND NOT TRYING TO DO IT YOURSELF.

YOU MAY HAVE TO CONTINUE WORKING, BUT YOUR ATTITUDE AND SPIRIT ARE CALM.

THEY ARE TERRIFIED OF THE QUIET AND STILLNESS BECAUSE THEY KNOW THE VOICE OF GOD MIGHT COME THROUGH.

SO THE DEVIL KEEPS THEIR MINDS, EYES, AND EARS FILLED WITH VIOLENT SIGHTS AND SOUNDS.

IT'S LIKE THINKING ON YOUR FEET.

BUT SOME PEOPLE HAVE TO BE IN MOTION—DOING SOMETHING ALL THE TIME!

THEY DON'T WANT TO THINK!

THEY ARE TERRIFIED OF THE QUIET AND STILLNESS BECAUSE THEY KNOW THE VOICE OF GOD MIGHT COME THROUGH.

SO THE DEVIL KEEPS THEIR MINDS, EYES, AND EARS FILLED WITH VIOLENT SIGHTS AND SOUNDS.

THEIR EARS ARE FULL OF NOICE THAT THEY CAN'T HEAR THE GOSPEL.

THEY DON'T WANT TO THINK!

THEY ARE TERRIFIED OF THE QUIET AND STILLNESS BECAUSE THEY KNOW THE VOICE OF GOD MIGHT COME THROUGH.

SO THE DEVIL KEEPS THEIR MINDS, EYES, AND EARS FILLED WITH VIOLENT SIGHTS AND SOUNDS.
IF YOU LIVE IN AN ATMOSPHERE OF SPIRITUAL AND PHYSICAL CONFUSION, YOU'LL DEVELOP A HARDNESS AGAINST THE VOICE OF GOD, BECAUSE TO HEAR HIM YOU HAVE TO BLOCK OUT ALL THE NOISES AROUND YOU.

THE WORLD IS ALWAYS IN A HURRY! THAT'S THE DEVIL'S OWN PLAN: "SPEED UP THE WORLD! ANYTHING TO MAKE EVERYTHING MOVE FASTER!" AND THE RESULT IS A WORLD HELL-BENT FOR DESTRUCTION!

WARNING SIGNS LIKE THIS ARE POSTED AT DANGEROUS PLACES, SUCH AS RAILROAD CROSSINGS—PLACES OF CRISIS WHERE THERE IS AN INTERRUPTION OF YOUR ROUTINE, YOUR WAY—OTHERWISE YOU MIGHT GET HIT BY A TRAIN.

BUT I DON'T HAVE TIME!

HERE'S A QUIZ:

WHICH IS EASIER?

1. TRY TO BEAT THE TRAIN
2. PLOW THROUGH THE TRAIN
3. JUMP OVER THE TRAIN
4. STOP AND WATCH IT GO BY!

(HELPFUL HINT: THE CORRECT ANSWER IS NUMBER 4!)

TRYING TO FORCE THE SITUATION AND PUSH YOUR WAY THROUGH JUST WONT WORK!

WHEN YOU HAVE LEARNED TO STOP, LOOK, LISTEN, AND WAIT IN COMMUNION WITH THE LORD UNTIL YOU GET HIS ANSWERS, YOU WILL HAVE LEARNED HOW TO MAKE DECISIONS AND TO TRULY FOLLOW GOD.

IT'S SIMPLE TO DO! IF YOU'VE NEVER DONE IT BEFORE, YOU CAN START LIKE THIS: PICTURE JESUS IN YOUR MIND'S EYE AND SAY TO HIM, "JESUS, I WANT TO BE ABLE TO HEAR YOU SPEAKING TO ME! FORGIVE ME FOR MY SHORTCOMINGS AND SINS AND COME INTO MY HEART AND LIFE; AND LET ME HEAR YOU CLEARLY WHEN I STOP AND LISTEN TO YOU. AMEN."

AFTER YOU SAY THAT TO HIM, CONTINUE TO LISTEN. YOU'LL BE AMAZED AT THE THINGS YOU WILL HEAR.

HAPPY LISTENING!

YOUR UNIQUE MESSAGE

(Mama:) It wouldn't hurt to explain to the people you're witnessing to that you're a different kind of missionary! Why not just say it! You're not like all the others! You've received a special "call from God" to give a unique message to the world that no one else knows! That would certainly be intriguing for the person you're witnessing to. And by using that approach, you're definitely going to find the sheep who are interested in the Words of David, which is what we're looking for!

"Reach the Rich," ML #3400:30.
Discipleship is a tough profession. It requires a high standard in spirit and behavior. It requires forsaking all, obedience, yieldedness, and willingness to do the job even if everything isn’t to your liking—even if nothing is to your liking! As a disciple, sometimes you have to carry on when everything and everyone seems to be against you, when you feel so down you don’t see how you can last one more minute. On top of it, you have the Devil and his minions such as Lethargy, Pan, Bacchus, Selvegion and Apotheon trying with all their might to convince you to give up, and if they can’t get you to do that, then to compromise.

Discipleship is a hard profession. Not many take it up, and many of those who do, eventually give it up. Why? Because it’s a difficult life. It’s extremely rewarding, but at times extremely difficult.

Even in Jesus’ day, when the going got tough and the message got strong, “many of His disciples went back, and walked no more with Him” (John 6:66). When Jesus asked the 12 if they’d go too, Peter answered succinctly, with a powerful message as to why we are disciples, why we serve God every day, why we have chosen such a difficult profession: “Lord, to whom shall we go? Thou hast the words of eternal life. And we believe and are sure that Thou art that Christ, the Son of the living God” (John 6:68–69).

That’s what we believe. We believe that Jesus is the Son of God, and that He has called us to serve Him unconditionally as disciples at whatever price He asks. That’s the commitment, that’s the job, that’s the profession.—And we’re proud to do it because Jesus, Who is our King, Savior, Best Friend, and Husband, has asked it of us.

—Peter Amsterdam
(“The Professionals,” ML #3399:273–277.)
Computers are going to keep advancing on a yearly basis, as they have been since their invention. The great new computer with the fast CD-ROM and graphics card always becomes obsolete when better technology comes out.

Once the Antichrist is in place and is ready to initiate the mark, things are going to progress even more quickly. Suddenly technology is not just going to be more convenient than other means, it’s going to be required; it’s going to be a part of life for much of the world.

There are going to be some amazing gadgets and technologies during the reign of the Antichrist, not least of which will be the ability to interface computers with the brain. It’s going to seem awfully cool when that happens, but you must beware, for as great a blessing as computers are to My work, they are going to be even more instrumental in fulfilling the plans of the Antichrist.

It’s great to be able to use technology to serve Me, get the Word out, enjoy yourself, and make your life easier. But don’t get too hung up on having all the latest and the greatest. During the time of the End, the latest and the greatest will be AC technology, designed to control and manipulate, not just to be a convenience.

You will be using computer technology as much as you can during this Endtime period, but you will not have access to all of the very best. You’ll have to learn to make do with what you have, and you’ll be surprised how I will help you get things done and get the Word out with what may then seem like archaic computer equipment. It is not what you have, but what you do with what you have that counts.

Don’t forget that I’ve given you what amounts to spiritual technology, in the form of the powerful spiritual weapons you are practicing with. These weapons in your hands will outstrip all the best computers in the Endtime, for no matter how advanced man’s technology gets, it will never get better than My heavenly technology. I am in control, and although man may seem empowered in the natural to control the world through computers in the Last Days, I will freely use supernatural means to keep you one step ahead of the Antichrist and his ilk. They will be scratching their heads and kicking their wonderful advanced computers, while you run wild and free.
(Jesus:) You have watched My brush in action, and the mixing and creating of colors on My palette. You have felt My brush upon you, but you have never seen the painting. That is because you are the canvas. You try to catch reflections of My work in the windows, in anything that will reflect the beauty that I speak of, but you do not see it clearly. You see only distorted figures and splashes of color.

You must wait till this masterpiece is complete, when I have placed the final colors on you. Then you will no longer be left with the sketchy mental picture you’ve created in your mind. Instead you will see a true reflection of yourself in a mirror. Then you will finally see the proportions correctly and understand the usage of color I had in mind.

As I apply each color to the painting, I tell you about it, I describe what it will be and how it will enhance the picture, but you think of the previous color and you think it too striking a contrast to make the beauty of worth.

Be not hasty with your judgment. Am I not the Master Painter? Then trust Me, and know that the variant hues and colors will not present a confusing contrast. When I blend them together, adding a little more blue here, some violet, or a stark red there, believe that I know exactly what I do.

When the time comes for you to see the completion of My art, you will see that it was all known to Me. I saw the need for every color and I placed it perfectly. Then you will know that what has been awakened through the colors is a magnificent masterpiece, one wrought to life by My hand.
Hello, Eon

How do you know my name?

I make it my business to know these things.

This is Eon.

Eon is here.

Besides...

...you're a marked man.

Eon, I've got something to tell you.

Gulp!

Whoa, really?

Hey, thanks for telling me!

Note from the Ed.

Boy, I know how really embarrassing that can be!! It once happened to a close friend of mine.

Take note, troopers, it's your duty to let your friends know if they have any...
We now return you (like a well-worn library book) to the action.

Okay, so there are these evil agents of darkness...

One hour passes. It seems to Eon like two.

...using their, like, really sinister powers to

Doom the unsuspecting Eo = Trae = K2 ions to....

Eon listens, hanging on every word, as‘ternity tells him of the...

Evil agents of darkness.

...of their enslaving of the entire planet within the doormat.

Of the band of tiny space rebels cruising the galaxy in their space-craft...

No, make that ‘tiny band of space rebels cruising the galaxy in their space-craft’.

Of morphaith, the leader of the motley, ragtag band of space rebels...

Motley? Rag tag?!

Don’t, whatever you do, miss the next bit!...